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Abstract: We uncover that the breaking point of the  -symmetry in optical wave-
guide arrays has a dramatic impact on light localization induced by the off-diagonal dis-
order. Specifically, when the gain/loss control parameter approaches a critical value at 
which  -symmetry breaking occurs, a fast growth of the coupling between neighbor-
ing waveguides causes diffraction to dominate to an extent that light localization is 
strongly suppressed and statistically averaged width of the output pattern substantially 
increases. Beyond the symmetry-breaking point localization is gradually restored, alt-
hough in this regime the power of localized modes grows upon propagation. The 
strength of localization monotonically increases with disorder at both, broken and un-
broken  -symmetry. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Anderson localization [1] is a universal wave phenomenon that manifests itself in 
the complete arrest of ballistic expansion of initially localized excitations in a disordered 
environment [2,3]. As a pure wave phenomenon based on the interference of waves scat-
tered by a random potential, disorder-induced localization was observed with micro-
waves [4,5], matter [6,7] and acoustic [8] waves. For optical radiation, it has been studied 
in strongly scattering materials [9], shallow lattices [10–17], plasmonic arrays [18], and 
disordered fibers [19]. In the particularly important case of disordered potentials that are 
constant along the direction of light propagation, one observes so-called transverse An-
derson localization [11]. Shallow optical waveguide arrays provide a unique platform to 
explore localization of light, because they readily allow the experimental implementa-
tion of different types of controllable disorder [13-15]. 
Disorder-induced localization has been mainly studied in conservative systems, as 
it is usually believed that the onset of localization requires multiple scattering by the real 
part of the potential. The possibility of disorder-induced localization in non-Hermitian 
quantum mechanics in the presence of complex gauge field and real random potential 
[20] and in media with gain and losses [21] was suggested long ago, but did not receive 
rigorous further consideration. Recent experiments indicate that even periodic trans-
verse modulation of losses (i.e., of the imaginary part of the potential) notably affects the 
expansion rate of localized excitations [22]. Localization induced by disorder in the im-
aginary part of the potential was reported in [23] for a tight-binding model. 
Complex potentials ( )x  obeying parity-time  -symmetry, i.e. ( ) ( ) x x  , 
host properties of both conservative and dissipative systems, which are controlled by the 
potential parameters [24]. The spectrum of their eigenmodes can remain real (unbroken 
 -symmetry) if the imaginary part of the potential does not exceed a threshold. 
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Above threshold, the spectrum becomes complex and the -symmetry is said to be 
broken. The relevance of  -symmetry in optics [25,26] resulted in observation of  -
symmetry breaking and related phenomena in various guiding structures [27-29]. While 
regular  -symmetric structures are well studied, the impact of disorder on light prop-
agation in such structures is not understood, especially around the  -symmetry 
breaking threshold. A related question was addressed in [30] where within a tight-
binding model for N  random  -symmetric impurities (realizing diagonal disorder), it 
was shown that the symmetry breaking threshold decreases as 2N . In [31] it was con-
jectured that addition of weak diagonal uniform disorder into nonlinear complex two-
dimensional lattice leads to breakup of the  -symmetry. The same conclusion was 
drawn for binary disordered arrays [32]. It is also relevant to mention here the results 
indicating on the existence of localization-delocalization transition reported for Harper 
(also known as Aubry-Andre) model with a  -symmetric potential [33], representing 
an intermediate system between regular periodic and disordered ones. 
In this paper we introduce a continuous  -symmetric array with off-diagonal dis-
order, which consists of waveguides individually respecting  -symmetry. We study 
disorder-induced light localization under conditions in which the system undergoes 
 -symmetry breaking. To ensure that the unbroken symmetry is preserved even close 
to the breaking threshold, we impose specific symmetry requirements also on the refrac-
tive index distribution of the disordered arrays. We find that light localization is sup-
pressed at the symmetry-breaking point, and restored in the broken-symmetry regime. 
All results are obtained in the frames of the Schrödinger equation with complex poten-
tial describing propagation of paraxial light beams in the medium with spatially inho-
mogeneous gain and losses. Both direct propagation and analysis of eigenmodes sup-
ported by disordered complex potentials is used to illustrate specific features of Ander-
son localization in this system. 
 
2. Theoretical model 
 
We consider propagation of light along the  -axis of a disordered waveguide array 
created by a simultaneous transverse modulation of the refractive index and the gain/ 
losses parameter, governed by the Schrödinger equation for the dimensionless field am-
plitude q : 
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Here   is the dimensionless transverse coordinate,  and   are normalized to the char-
acteristic transverse scale 0x  and diffraction length 2dif 0L kx , respectively, with 
2 /k n   being the wavenumber and n  being the background refractive index. The 
function 0( ) ( ) ( )kkR R R   
     describes superposition of guiding channels cen-
tered at k  , k . The complex potential of a single channel is given 
by 0 r r i i( ) ( ) ( )R p R ip R    , where 6 6r( ) exp( / )R a    and 6 6i( ) exp( / )R a    . For a 
non-vanishing ip  the system exhibits linear gain in domains with i( ) 0R    and one-
photon absorption in domains with i( ) 0R   . The quantity a  is the waveguide width; 
the parameters 2 2r,i r,i 0 /p n k x n  are proportional to the real rn  and imaginary in  
parts of the refractive index modulation and characterize the waveguide depth and the 
amplitude of gain/losses. We study off-diagonal disorder with ( )k kk d   , where d  
is the regular waveguide spacing and k  is a relative random shift of the center of the 
k -th waveguide. To ensure  -symmetry, the random shifts k  are set to be uniform-
ly distributed within d d[ , ]k s s     for 0k , but at the same time are correlated with 
shifts at 0k , so that k k  . The strength of disorder is controlled by the parame-
ter ds . 
The conservative limit i( 0)p   of the model (1) is known as a "one-dimensional 
liquid", characterized by randomly distributed equivalent "atoms", and it has received 
considerable attention in the condensed matter literature (see e.g. [34-36]). In particular, 
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it is known that almost all eigenmodes are localized [34]. Calculation of the localization 
length in such a model can be performed using scattering matrix of the single-
waveguide Schrödinger operator 2 2 0(1/2) / ( )L d d R   , i.e. of the eigenvalue prob-
lem Lw bw  (here ( ) ibq w e  ). Formally, if propagation constant b  remains real, the 
results obtained within "liquid model" can be directly applied to our case. 
To gain physical insight into the role of the gain/loss strength in localization, we 
employ tight-binding approximation and consider the lowest eigenfunctions 
{ ( ), ( )}k kw w  , where 0( ) ( )kw w kd   , and 0 0{ ( ), ( )}w w   is a conjugated pair from the 
bi-orthogonal basis of L : 0 0 0( ) ( )Lw b w   and † 0 0 0( ) ( )L w b w    (the dagger stands 
for the Hermitian conjugation). Each ( )kw   is localized around kd  and 
( ) ( ) 0k mw w d    for k m . We look for the total field in the form 
0( ) ( )exp( )k kkq q w ib   , where ( )kq   stand for  -dependent mode weights. Substi-tuting this expansion into Eq. (1), multiplying by ( )nw  , and integrating over   one ar-
rives at the discrete equation 
 
 , 1 1 , 1 1,n n n n n n n
dq
i c q c q
d    
   (2) 
 
where for | | 1k   the coupling constants are given by , 1 , 1n n n nc c c    and 
 
 20 0 1 0( ) ( ) ( ) / ( )c w R w d w d        (3) 
 
The coefficients 
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describe off-diagonal disorder. If the  -symmetry in each individual potential well is 
unbroken, i.e. 0b  is real, one can choose a  -symmetric basis ( ) ( )k kw w    that 
yields real coupling constants c . If random waveguide shifts are correlated, what in our 
case means k k  , one can show that the random matrix ,n mc  describing pertur-
bations of coupling constants c  is  -symmetric, i.e. , 1 , 1n n n nc c       (in our case the 
operator   is given by the anti-diagonal matrix with 1 on the anti-diagonal, i.e. with the 
entries ,nm n m  , and   is a complex conjugation). Therefore the total matrix 
, 1 , 1n n n nc c c    is a sum of an unperturbed real diagonal matrix and a small  -
symmetric matrix with off-diagonal elements , 1n nc  . For an array with a finite number 
of waveguides, such perturbation does not lead to complex eigenvalues if , 1 | |n nc c    
[37]. 
In order to calculate localization length within the framework of the tight-binding 
model (2) one looks for a solution of Eq. (2) in the form ( )i cn nq e q   , where nq  are field 
amplitudes on different sites, that can be found from , 1 1 , 1 1n n n n n n nq c q c q         . This 
last system was studied in [36] for real finite coupling coefficients ,n mc  and it was found 
that 0  corresponds to a delocalized mode. Since for 0  we have 
1 1 , 1 , 1/ /n n n n n nq q c c      , the localization length   defined by the limit 
1 lim (1/2 )ln /n n
n
n q q 

    should diverge at 0  according to the arguments of [36] 
based on the central-limit theorem, that are fully applicable in our case. This allows us to 
predict that at the  -symmetry breaking point for the individual waveguide, i.e. at 
sb
i ip p , one should observe localization-delocalization transition. Indeed, at the exception-
al point sbi ip p  the eigenfuctions ( )kw   become self-orthogonal [38], i.e. 2( ) 0kw d  , and coupling constant (3) and its perturbation (4) diverge, while the ratio 
, 1 , 1 /n n n nc c c    remains finite. By defining /c  , one can cast tight-binding model 
in the form , 1 1 , 1 1n n n n n n nq c q c q           , where 0  and , 1n nc   remain finite in the 
exceptional point, thereby supporting conclusion about delocalization of modes. Physi-
cally this means that drastic increase of the effective coupling between sites stimulates 
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almost unconstrained expansion of excitations, thereby leading to delocalization. At 
sb
i ip p  the  -symmetry of individual waveguides gets broken and , 1n nc   coefficients 
become complex, so that one has to resort to numerical integration to study localization 
dynamics. 
 
3. Results and discussion 
 
To calculate variation of the coupling constant c  with ip  we use original model (1) 
where we set r 8p   (that for 632 nm , refractive index 1.45n , and 0 10 mx   cor-
responds to a refractive index modulation depth 4r 5.6 10n  ), the period of the array 
2d  (corresponding to spacing of 20 m ), and the waveguide width 0.5a  ( m) . 
Such arrays (with controllable off-diagonal disorder) may be realized experimentally by 
direct fs-laser writing that allows precise control of separation between waveguides 
[15,16]. Losses were already introduced in such systems using small-scale longitudinal 
oscillations of waveguide centers [22]. Inhomogeneous gain landscapes can be created in 
such or similar systems by using inhomogeneous doping with active centers. 
In Figure 1(a) we show the dependencies of real r Rec c  and imaginary i Imc c  
parts of the coupling constant on the gain/loss strength ip  in a regular array. The cou-
pling constant remains real below the  -symmetry breaking point sbi 18.5p   for a sin-
gle guide. In such regime light experiences standard discrete diffraction. Coupling con-
stant rapidly grows with increasing ip  and diverges as sbi ip p , suggesting that a drastic 
enhancement of diffraction should occur around the symmetry breaking point. Beyond the 
symmetry breaking point, c  acquires a large imaginary part that decreases when one 
goes deeper into the domain with broken symmetry. At the same time, rc  remains fi-
nite and slowly decreases with ip . Notice that imaginary part of coupling constant does 
affect the expansion rate of localized excitations. This is obvious from Eq. (2) that for the 
case of a two-channel system predicts that the amplitudes 1,2q  evolve as 
r i r i( ) ( )
1,2
ic c ic cq e e       , where ,   are constants. When i 0c   this expression de-
scribes power exchange between channels with period r/c  accompanied by growth of 
both amplitudes 1,2q  with distance ( ice   at  ). Interestingly, there exists a specific 
point i 30.7p   in the broken-symmetry region where i 0c  . Although in this region the 
power still grows driven by complex propagation constants b , the rate of growth is 
identical for all channels, so that if the power 2U q d  is renormalized at each dis-tance  , one observes a discrete diffraction pattern very similar to that of a conservative 
array. 
Figure 1(b) depicts the integral width of the output intensity distribution in a regu-
lar array (introduced as 1/w  , where 42U q d   ) versus ip  after propagation up to the distance 150  in the case of single-site excitation. This dependence was cal-
culated using continuous model (1). Rapid growth of the width around the  -
symmetry breaking point (in the periodic array sbi 16.9p  ) is consistent with behavior of 
coupling constant in the tight-binding description [Figure 1(a)]. Also, the integral width 
exhibits a local maximum around the point where i 0c  . 
Enhancement of the coupling strength at sbi ip p  suggests that Anderson localiza-
tion induced by the weak off-diagonal disorder may be substantially weakened there. In 
terms of the mode structure, off-diagonal disorder results in the formation of local de-
fects in the effective refractive index that support localized modes. When the coupling 
between waveguides grows, the modes broaden to accommodate to the increased 
strength of the effective diffraction. To study this effect, for each value of ip  we generat-
ed 410Q  realizations of disordered  -symmetric arrays, each containing 200N   
waveguides, and integrated Eq. (1) for each realization using single-site excitation up to 
a large distance ( 300) , to ensure that the expansion of the wavepacket is arrested. We 
calculated the statistically averaged width av 1
1,
1/ kk Qw Q 

   and averaged intensity distribution 21av 1, kk QI Q q   . The dependence of the averaged width of the output pattern on ip  for a fixed dis-
order level d( 0.1)s  , shown in Figure 1(c), is the key result of this paper. One observes 
that avw  rapidly grows when sbi ip p  and acquires a maximal (but finite) value at 
sb
i ip p . Therefore, around the symmetry-breaking point, disorder-induced localization 
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is suppressed. Subsequent increase of ip  inside the regime of broken   symmetry leads 
to gradual restoration of the localization, in accordance with the decrease of the modulus 
of the complex coupling constant. The result is a strongly non-monotonic av i( )w p  de-
pendence. Despite the exponential power growth at sbi ip p  the output patterns in each 
realization of disorder remain spatially localized, i.e. localization still occurs even in the 
system with broken symmetry, although now it is achieved not exclusively due to guid-
ing defects, but also due to gain and loss. 
Figure 2 shows illustrative examples of light dynamics and formation of averaged 
intensity distributions in the disordered  -symmetric arrays. At sbi ip p , after an ini-
tial stage of expansion, the averaged pattern approaches a steady-state [Figure 2(a) and 
2(b)]. Notice, that in all depicted cases this steady-state regime is achieved at distances 
below maximal propagation distance 300  considered here. For ip  values closer to the 
 -symmetry-breaking point, one observes broader patterns [compare Fig. 2(a) and 
2(b)]. In the presence of disorder, symmetry-breaking in some array realizations may oc-
cur for ip  values slightly below the nominal threshold sbip  defined for a regular array. 
However, such deviations in threshold are small for the off-diagonal symmetric disorder 
considered here (naturally, they grow with ds ). Thus, if ip  is not too close to the sym-
metry breaking threshold sbip  in regular array, the propagation dynamics of the beam in 
each realization of the disordered  -symmetric array closely resembles that in a usual 
conservative disordered structure, i.e. one observes intensity oscillations between sever-
al channels around the excitation point without net amplification or attenuation of the 
beam [a representative example of such dynamics for one realization of  -symmetric 
disorder is shown in Fig. 2(c)]. In this regime, the localization dynamics in a disordered 
 -symmetric system is qualitatively similar to that observed in a conservative disor-
dered array. It should be properly appreciated that one can closely approach the sym-
metry breaking threshold sbi 16.9p   and observe localization dynamics similar to that 
occurring in conservative array only because random waveguide shifts k k   are 
correlated in the model of  -symmetric disorder [that, in particular, results in  -
symmetric matrix , 1n nc   in the tight-binding approximation (2)] and do not lead to pro-
nounced variation of symmetry-breaking threshold sbip , as long as ds  is small. 
However, for sufficiently small , 1n nc   the reality of the spectrum of the matrix of 
coupling coefficients persists [37] independently of the fact whether  -symmetry is 
violated or not, i.e. the spectrum may remain real even in the case of completely uncor-
related disorder, when , 1 , 1n n n nc c      . Thus, if uncorrelated disorder is sufficiently 
weak, one can expect qualitatively similar (to the  -symmetric case) behavior of the 
light localization. The main difference is expected to be quantitative, because now the 
symmetry breaking should occur at much smaller ip  values. Indeed, we found that if 
off-diagonal disorder is uncorrelated, for small d 0.1s   one can still observe disorder-
induced localization of light without net attenuation or amplification in each realization 
of the array, but only for ip  values substantially smaller than the symmetry breaking 
threshold sbip  in regular array [see blue dots in Fig. 1(c) obtained for disorder with un-
correlated shifts of waveguides illustrating that statistically averaged beam width avw  
also grows with ip  in this case]. For uncorrelated disorder with d 0.1s   the  sym-
metry in some realizations gets broken already for i 12p  , resulting in beam amplifica-
tion/attenuation, so we do not show avw  for larger ip  range in this case. 
In the model with  -symmetric disorder and in the regime sbi ip p , where  -
symmetry remains unbroken for a given disorder level ds , the onset of disorder-induced 
localization can be clearly inferred from statistically averaged output intensity distribu-
tions depicted in Fig. 3(a) that have triangular shapes in the logarithmic scale used in the 
figure. Notice, that averaged output intensity distribution notably broadens when one 
approaches the symmetry-breaking point. These patterns are qualitatively similar to 
those encountered in conservative disordered waveguide arrays. It should be stressed 
that unbroken  -symmetry in absolutely all realizations of disordered array is a nec-
essary condition for observation of averaged output patterns with exponential tails. 
To confirm that in the regime with unbroken  -symmetry the width of statisti-
cally averaged intensity distribution does not change even on large propagation distanc-
es, once steady-state regime is reached, and to show that the results are not affected by 
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the finite-size effects, in Fig. 4(a) we show the evolution of statistically averaged beam 
width avw  up to doubled propagation distance 600  in the arrays containing two 
times more waveguides ( 400)N   than arrays used above. We show av( )w   at i 10p   
for two disorder levels d 0.10s   and d 0.15s   that guarantees that  -symmetry is un-
broken in each realization. In this case one observes that averaged width of the pattern 
only slightly oscillates in the steady-state regime (the amplitude of oscillations decreases 
with disorder level and number of realizations over which averaging is performed). Av-
eraged transverse intensity distributions at distances 300  and 600  are nearly indis-
tinguishable, indicating on the fact that expansion of the wavepacket is completely arrest-
ed by disorder [Fig. 4(b)]. Moreover, increase of the system size does not lead to any no-
ticeable changes in the averaged patterns, as seen from comparison of solid and dotted 
curves in Fig. 4(b). 
Somewhat different situation is encountered in the regime with sbi ip p , where 
 -symmetry is broken, even if disorder is symmetric. In this case the power of propa-
gating beam always increases, since it unavoidably excites exponentially growing modes. 
Representative dynamics for one disorder realization for this case is illustrated in Figure 
2(d), where we renormalized the power at each distance   for convenience. The mode 
experiencing the highest net gain eventually dominates over all other modes, but the 
main outcome of our simulations is that in each particular realization the output pattern 
remains localized despite overall exponential power growth, as confirmed by Fig. 2(d). 
Because locations of dominant modes with highest gain vary in different realizations, in 
this regime exponential tails in averaged intensity distributions completely disappear 
(with the only exception, observed around the point i 35p  ), even if power is renormal-
ized in each realization. However, because the width w  of the output pattern always 
remains finite even in this regime, one can still talk about disorder-induced localization and 
determine the averaged output width depicted in Fig. 1(c) even for the sbi ip p  case. In-
terestingly, in the region i 35p  , which is close to the point where i 0c  , one again ob-
serves rich transverse dynamics in individual realizations [compare Fig. 2(e) with Fig. 
2(d)]. It is only around this unique point in the broken-symmetry domain, where most of 
localized modes of disordered system acquire very close imaginary parts of eigenvalues, 
one can still encounter exponential tails in averaged intensity distributions [see Figs. 2(f) 
and 3(b)]. 
Increasing level of disorder always results in localization enhancement, under con-
ditions of both, broken and unbroken  -symmetry. This behavior is summarized in 
Fig. 3(c), where the averaged output width monotonically decreases with ds  at sbi ip p  
and at sbi ip p . 
The above results, based on direct integration of Eq. (1), are confirmed by the statis-
tical analysis of the eigenmodes ( )exp( )q w ib   of the disordered arrays. Examples of 
strongly localized modes associated to the propagation constants b  with maximal real 
part are depicted in Figure 5. From the entire spectrum of guided modes of the random 
potential, such modes usually are the narrowest. They typically form in two guides with 
the minimal separation between their centers, and are characterized by strong internal 
currents from the domains featuring gain into the domains featuring losses. The internal 
mode structure is different below and above the symmetry-breaking point, consistent 
with the growing role that the internal energy flows play in the localization process. If 
disorder is symmetric, the field modulus distribution of the eigenmodes is symmetric 
too. The whole array consists of N  waveguides, and its highest-order mode with index 
N  exhibits the smallest Reb  and is the most extended. At a given disorder level ds , the 
symmetry-breaking caused by the growth of ip  occurs first for such mode around the 
value sbi 16.9p  . Symmetry-breaking for modes 1N , 2N ,… occurs for progressively 
larger values of ip , so that the lowest-order (narrowest) mode acquires a complex prop-
agation constant at the largest value of i 21.8p  . 
The dependence of the statistically averaged width and propagation constant on ip  
for modes with m max(Re )b b  is depicted in Fig. 6(a). The dependence av i( )w p  for the 
mb  mode closely resembles that encountered by the direct integration of Eq. (1) [Fig. 1(c)]. 
This further confirms the strong impact of the gain/loss strength on the strength of disor-
der-induced localization. Fig. 6(b) shows the evolution of the averaged width and gain 
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for modes with m max(Im )g b  that grow most rapidly, when the symmetry is broken. 
The averaged width of the most rapidly growing mode (defined for sbi ip p ) decreases 
with ip , a result that is consistent with Fig. 1(c). The standard deviations of mg  and mb  
acquire their maximal values very close to the symmetry-breaking points of the corre-
sponding modes [Fig. 6(c)]. Finally, the simultaneous localization enhancement for the 
mentioned modes with increasing disorder is confirmed by Fig. 6(d). 
 
4. Conclusions and outlook 
 
In conclusion, we predicted that breakup of  -symmetry in systems with off-
diagonal disorder suppresses localization observable when the symmetry is unbroken. 
The light localization is restored beyond the symmetry-breaking point and becomes 
stronger again deeply inside the regime of broken symmetry. The implications of this 
result are potentially far-reaching. From a fundamental standpoint, it shows that the im-
aginary part of the guiding potential may be responsible for localization-delocalization 
transition that can now be observed directly due to possibility to tune parameters of the 
active system in situ. From the point of view of applications, it opens interesting possibil-
ities for controlling light localization and evolution dynamics by manipulating gain and 
losses landscapes. Similarities of mathematical models utilized in paraxial optics, quan-
tum mechanics, and meanfield theory of Bose-Einstein condensation, as well as already 
reported realizations of  -symmetric structures utilizing plasmonic waveguides, cavi-
ty polaritons, bulk metamaterials and metasurfaces, suggest that the phenomena report-
ed here can be observed in a much wider class of physical systems. In particular, the ex-
tension to acoustics and cavity networks is anticipated, since these systems allow intro-
duction of controllable disorder combined with complex potentials. 
After submission of this paper we were informed about alternative suggestion for 
suppression of Anderson localization in the presence of disorder [39], which is based on 
the robust one-way transport in non-Hermitian lattices. 
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Figure 1. (a) Real rc  and imaginary ic  parts of the coupling constant versus ip . The 
vertical dashed line stands for the  -symmetry-breaking point in an isolated wave-
guide. (b) Output beam width at 150  versus ip  in a regular  -symmetric array. (c) 
Red dots - statistically averaged output width at 300  versus ip  in the  -symmetric 
waveguide array with d 0.1s  . Blue dots – averaged width versus ip  in the array with 
uncorrelated disorder at d 0.1s  . The dashed lines in (b),(c) stand for the symmetry 
breaking point in regular array. Here and in all plots 8rp  . 
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Figure 2. Statistically averaged intensity distributions (a),(b) and propagation dy-
namics for illustrative realizations (c) in disordered array with sbi ip p . Examples of 
propagation dynamics in two particular realizations (d),(e) and statistically averaged in-
tensity distribution (f) in arrays with sbi ip p . In all cases the propagation distance is 
300  and d 0.1s  . 
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Figure 3. Averaged output intensity distributions at i 2p   [panel (a), black line], 
i 16.7p   [panel (a), red line], and i 35p   [panel (b)] for d 0.1s  . (c) Averaged output 
width versus ds  at sbi i15p p   (curve 1) and sbi i19p p   (curve 2). 
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Figure 4. (a) Statistically averaged beam width versus propagation distance at 
i 10p   for d 0.10s   (curve 1) and d 0.15s   (curve 2) in the array containing 400N   
waveguides. Circles correspond to averaged intensity distributions at 300  and 
600 , shown in panel (b) with black and red lines, respectively. Blue dots in (b) show 
averaged intensity distribution at 300  calculated for the array with 200N   wave-
guides. In all cases disorder is  -symmetric. 
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Figure 5. Shapes of localized eigenmodes of a disordered array corresponding to the 
eigenvalues with maximal real part, for i 19p   (a) and i 40p   (b). In both cases 
d 0.15s  . 
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Figure 6. (a) Averaged width and propagation constant for the mode corresponding 
to the eigenvalue with maximal real part, versus ip  at d 0.15s  . (b) Averaged width and 
gain for the mode corresponding to the eigenvalue with maximal imaginary part, versus 
ip  at d 0.15s  . Dashed lines in (a),(b) correspond to the symmetry-breaking point for the 
mode with mb b . (c) Standard deviations for avmb  and avmg  versus ip  at d 0.15s  . (d) Av-
eraged width of modes with maximal real (curve mb ) and maximal imaginary (curve 
mg ) parts of the eigenvalues, versus ds  at i 21.5p  . 
